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Kalmyk Modals 
 

This study was designed to explore types of modals used in the Kalmyk language. The study 
was conducted in two ways. One was the speaker, Andre, was given a short background story 
and then asked to give what he believed to be the best equivalent to a sentence given. The 
purpose of this method was to elicit a list of the most natural modals in each modal category. 
For example: deontic modality would express some sort of duty or obligation. Saglur lives too far 
away from work to walk and has no other way of getting there. How would you say, “Saglur has 
to drive?” Epistemic modals express possibilities based off our knowledge. There is a cat in a 
room with nothing in it except two boxes. Before checking the other box you make a guess. How 
would you say, “the cat might be in this box?” Circumstantial modals express possibilities based 
off circumstance. The ground is fertile and moist. How would you say, “grass can grow here?” 
From this method I was also able to elicit strong and weak modals.  

In the second method I used examples of sentences he gave me in Kalmyk to test 
against other types of modal readings. A sentence like,”sond͡ʒə maʃɪ tud͡ʒə bold͡ʒana” was 
presumed to have a weak deontic reading from the modal “bold͡ʒana”, so I created three stories 
one with a deontic reading, one with an Epistemic reading, and another with circumstantial 
reading to see which of these scenarios were applicable to this sentence.  

Deontic reading: Saglur is 17, she has her license, she has a car. Saglur can drive. 
Epistemic reading: Saglur has a car and her license, she might be driving right now.  
Circumstantial reading: Saglur is 13, she isn't drunk, she knows how to drive, but doesn't 
have her license.  

Other aspects of modals explored in this experiment were movement and tense, though the 
data collected on these two topics were not as extensive as the above mentioned topics.  
 
1:Epistemic modals 
 
By using method one I explored epistemic modals by presenting a variety of scenarios. 
Scenario a. elicited the weak epistemic modal “bɪz”.  
 
Scenario a: Sonja was at work and usually gets out of work at this time. To our knowledge he 
doesn't have any other plans. How would you say,  “Sonja might come home soon?” 
       

sond͡ʒə  gɛɾtan  ydylgo  irχa      bɪz 
      Sonja    home   not.long   will.come.   maybe 
      Sonja might come home soon.  
 
Given the information we have about Sonja, this use of “biz” is a weak epistemic modal as it is a 
possibility but not a certainty or necessity that Sonja comes home. 



Secnario b. elicited another weak epistemic modal, “zuβuta”, though the story appears to 
have also caused a little confusion between me and the speaker. My original intent was to get a 
deontic reading with the story that Sonja has to be coming home because he has a job to do. 
Perhaps I relied too heavily on the implication that if Sonja didnt come home he would be in 
trouble, and presumed this to be mutually understood. It wasn't until much later that I learned 
that the interpretation and translation of scenario b. elicited a weak epistemic that was based on 
a level of probability.  
 

sond͡ʒə  geɾtan    irχa            zuβuta 
         Sonja    home.to    will.come.       maybe 
        Sonja might come home soon. 
 
Sonja has to/must be coming home soon in this translation was regarded having a higher 
probability that Sonja would be coming home but since this is still expressing epistemic 
possibility, Sonja’s return was still not 100% known to be happening. Here the modal “zuβuta” 
was used, which shows a higher probability than “biz”.  

The speaker explained that there are three types of what appears to be weak epistemic 
modals. The weakest expression of epistemic probability is “bauza”, which equates to a total 
guess. Then “biz” expressed a slightly higher level of certainty. Finally, “zuβuta” expresses a 
strong sense of certainty but leaves room for a margin of unpredictability. That is to say that the 
interpretation of scenario b. tells us that as far as we know Sonja has every reason to come 
home soon because we know that Sonja has something to do, but there is a rare possibility that 
something more important came up that was otherwise unforeseen.  

In my second interview I investigated further readings of epistemic modality where 
“zuβuta” delevloped a much more clear weak epistemic characteristic.  
 
Scenario c: A cat ran into a room that had nothing in it except two boxes. You didn't see which 
box it hid in. Without checking either of them, you look at one box and say, “the cat might be in 
this box.”  
      

ter  mis   ɛn jarʃiktə βaχa   zoβta 
      that    cat   this   box     is.3r   maybe 
          That cat might be in this box  
 
Once again here we see that “zuβuta” is expressing a level of high probability without definite 
certainty. There are only two boxes in this room, the likelihood that you chose the right box on 
the first try is 50/50.  

To contrast the weak epistemic, scenario d. read as follows: You checked the first box 
and found that the cat wasn't there. With no other possibilities you say, “the cat must be in the 
other box.”  
   

ter  mis    ter  neg jarʃiktə boeχa  møn 
  that    cat   this   one     box     be.INF must 
   The cat must be in this box 



In this interpretation the word “møn” appeared. To test the strength of “zoβta” and “m∅n” I asked if 
“m∅n” could be used to describe scenario c, and if “zoβta” could be used to describe scenario d, the 
speaker rejected both sentences. The speaker explained that “møn” roughly translated into signifying the 
highest level of possible certainty, where as “zoβta” had only an 80% certainty. This confirms that 
“zoβta” is a weak epistemic modal and that “m∅n”  is a strong epistemic modal.  
 
2: Deontic Modals 
 
By using method 1 I was able to elicit two modals with weak deontic readings, “zub” and 
“bold͡ʒana”.  
 
Scenario e: Dordja is a small child and wants something on the shelf. The mom says it's ok for 
Dordja to have it. Dordja can reach the shelf. 
  
  dord͡ʒdə    tɛɾ taβtsdɛ     k∅ɾta           zub          βana  
    Dordja   that  shelf    reach.INF permission   is. 
     Dordja can reach that shelf. 
 
Here we are introduced to the weak deontic modal “zub”, as Dordja can reach the shelf because 
he has permission, but it is absolutely not a necessity that he do so. 
 
Scenario f: Sonja has his license and is old enough to drive. Sonja can drive. 
 

sond͡ʒə  maʃɪ     tud͡ʒə   bold͡ʒana 
    Sonja   car  drive  can.be  
     Sonja can drive.  
 
This weak deontic, “bold͡ʒana”, tells us that according to laws Dordja has permission to drive, 
but again this doesn't describe and personal necessity. In contrast, scenario g. elicited a strong 
deontic modal, “kɛrta”. 
 
Scenario g: Sonja lives too far from work to walk and the only way to get there is by car. Sonja 
has to drive.  
    

sond͡ʒdə maʃi  tudχa          kɛrta 
       Sonja      car    drive.INF      must 
      Sonja has to drive. 
 
Here we see “kɛrta” which is a strong deontic modal that describes the necessity to drive. Unlike 
“zub” and “bold͡ʒana”,  “kɛrta” states that Sonja must drive because it is his only option and if he 
doesn't he will be fired from work, or presumably in some sort of trouble. 

By using method 2, I was able to test “zub” in the sentence against possible epistemic 
and circumstantial readings:  
 



 saglur     maʃɪ   tudχə           zub          bana  
     Saglur   car  drive.INF permission   is 
       Saglur can drive a car. 
 
The speaker rejected both possibilities, stating very clearly that the significance of  “zub” meant 
that the subject of the sentence has some sort of 3rd party permission and often times is used 
simply to mean “I agree”. It is strictly deontic.  

By using method 1, I then tested deontic modals in past tense scenarios. This following 
scenario elicited two different sentences.  
 
Scenario h: Sonja is dead, but when he was alive he had a car and his license. Sonja used to 
be able to drive.  
 

sond͡ʒə maʃɪ tudχə  zoβta  boldɪk  bɪla 
   Sonja  car    drive.INF  permission  used.to    was 
       Sonja used to drive a car. 
 

sond͡ʒə maʃɪ tudχə   zoβta            bɪla 
  Sonja      car     drive.INF   permission  was 
      Sonja used to drive a car.  
 
Here it seems likely that “zoβta” is a weak deontic modal because the scenario does not 
describe necessity and seems to be clearly described as a deontic scenario as it is about the 
legality of Sonja’s ability to drive. This hypothesis is strengthened with the results I got when 
testing the sentence, “saglur maʃɪ tudχə zub bana,” with method 2. Here, it seems reasonable to 
predict that  “zoβta” has the same properties of “zub” when describing past tense. However, it is 
also possible that this is still simply an epistemic guess of high probability.  

Perhaps further testing should state whether or not the speaker had known the person 
while they were alive, which would eliminate any question of whether this is a subjective or 
objective statement and differentiate this modal from being epistemic or deontic.  
 
3. Circumstantial Modals 
 
From the results using method 1, I was able to elicit a weak circumstantial modal, “ t͡ ʃatxə,” 
which translates to be the infinitive form of “to be able.”  It appears that this verb is inserted into 
the main verb of the sentence.  
 
Scenario h: Sonja is tall/not tall enough to reach the shelf. Sonja can/cannot reach the shelf: 
     

sond͡ʒə tɛɾ    tabtsdə     kurt͡ʃat͡ ʃko 
     Sonja        that     shelf.DAT     reach.can.not 
           Sonja cannot reach that shelf  
 



    sond͡ʒə    tɛɾa     taβtsdɛ     k∅rt͡ʃad͡ʒana 
     Sonja   that  shelf.DAT    reach.can.3rd.s.p 
        Sonja can reach that shelf  
  
I also tested “t͡ ʃatxə” using method 2 to see if it could have possible epistemic or deontic 
readings. The sentence, “saglur maʃɪ tutʃad͡ʒanaβ,” proved to only be acceptable for 
circumstantial readings.  

By using method 1, it appears that the strong circumstantial modals are created 
by the use of future tense.  
 
Scenario I: there is a healthy plot of land with good moist soil. Grass can grow there.  
 

ɛn      taɾsɛn     gaɾzuɾtə    noɣan uɾχa Garana  
this seed.REL    land     grass will     grow 

     That seeded land will grow grass.  
 
Scenario j: Sonja is allergic to flowers and is there are flowers right in front of him. Sonja 
has to sneeze. 
 
   sond͡ʒə natχulɣaɾana  
       Sonja          sneeze.will 
    Sonja will sneeze 
      
    sond͡ʒə  natχuld͡ʒə bolχə 
        Sonja          sneeze       be.3rd.s.F 
       Sonja will sneeze 
 
Scenario k: there is a shelf that is kind of high up and there might not be anything for 
Sonja to stand on. Sonja might not be able to reach that shelf.  
 

sond͡ʒə   tɛɾ    tabtsdə    kuɾχda    bɛrkta    bolχa 
Sonja  that   shelf     reach   difficult   will.be. 

   It will be difficult for Sonja to reach that shelf. 
 
4: Syntax 
 
Given the information provided above, the syntax of modals in Kalmyk is interesting to 
say the least. If allowed more time, I would have liked to explore this topic further as 
there were more questions left with the limited answers received.  

I was able to experiment with movement of the modal, “zoβta,” in the example of: 
 



 ter  mis  ɛn jarʃiktə      βaχa  zoβta 
        that    cat    this   box     be     might. 
              The cat might be in this box 
 
The speaker rejected all constructions as follows:  
 
          *en jaɾʃikta baχa zoβta tɛɾ mis 
          *tɛɾ mis baχa en jaɾʃikta zoβta 
          *ter mis zoβta ɛn jarʃiktə βaχa 
          *ter mis βaχa zoβta ɛn jarʃiktə 
          *en jaɾʃikta baχa tɛɾ mis zoβta 
 
However, he did state the following would be grammatically correct, but would not have 
the same semantic meaning:  
  

en    jaɾʃikta    baχa   zoβta                        mi   
    this box   is     promised.(engaged?)      cat. 
  The promised/(engaged?) cat is in this box. 

(Note that once again, as “zoBta” has moved and changed meaning.) 
 
Given this information, in order for “zoBta” to retain epistemic modality, it must remain 
last in the sentence and seems to create a stronger argument for the deontic reading in 
the past tense example given earlier.  

Another question that was able to be resolved was if the subject of the sentence 
was the subject of “zoBta”, or if the whole clause was the subject. This was easily 
resolved by changing the main subject from 3rd person to 1st in a construction that also 
held a clause:  
 
    bi    maʃɪ    tuɣat     gɛɾtan     kuɾχə        zoβtaβ              

1sgS  car drive.CC     home   arrive.INF     might.1sgS 
         I might drive (a car) and get home.  
 
Here we can clearly see the 1st person marker “β” at the end of “zoβtaβ”, which is a 
contrast to the sentence “ter mis ɛn jarʃiktə βaχa zoβta”. This allows us to conclude that, 
despite the movement tests which made it unclear as to what the subject of “zoβta” was, 
it is obvious that the subject of the sentence is also the subject of “zoβta”.  
 


